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Abstract: Privacy amplification (PA) is the art of distilling a highly secret key from a partially secure
string by public discussion. It is a vital procedure in quantum key distribution (QKD) to produce a
theoretically unconditional secure key. The throughput of PA has become the bottleneck of most high-
speed discrete variable QKD (DV-QKD) systems. Although some Toeplitz-hash PA schemes can meet
the demand of throughput, their high throughput extremely depends on the high cost platform, such
as MIC or GPU. From the comprehensive view of development cost, integration level and power
consumption, CPU is a general low cost platform. However, the throughput of CPU based PA scheme
is not satisfactory so far, mainly due to the conflict between the intrinsic serial characteristic of CPU and
the parallel requirement of high throughput Toeplitz-hash PA scheme. In this paper, a high throughput
modular arithmetic hash PA scheme using GNU multiple precision arithmetic library (GMP) based on
CPU platform is proposed. The experimental results show that the throughput of our scheme is nearly
an order of magnitude higher than the comparative scheme on the similar CPU platform, which is 135
Mbps and 69 Mbps at the block sizes of 106 and 108 on Intel i3-2120 CPU respectively. Moreover,
our scheme can provide the best throughput in the field of DV-QKD, which is 260 Mbps and 140 Mbps
at the block sizes of 106 and 108 on Intel i9-9900k CPU respectively.
Index Terms: Quantum Key Distribution, Privacy Amplification, CPU.
1. Introduction
Quantum key distribution (QKD) is a notable technique which exploits the principles of quantum
mechanics to perform the theoretically unconditional security key distribution between two remote
parties, named Alice and Bob. The first practical QKD protocol is proposed by Bennet and Brassard
in 1984 [1]. Many protocols have been proposed since then, and these QKD protocols can be
divided into discrete variable QKD (DV-QKD) and continuous variable QKD (CV-QKD) protocols
[2], [3], [4], [5]. Comparing to CV-QKD, DV-QKD is applied much more widely and many high
speed DV-QKD systems have been developed [6], [7], [8]. Therefore, we focus on the DV-QKD
system in this paper. A general structure of the DV-QKD system is indicated as Fig. 1.
There are two major parts in a DV-QKD system: the quantum subsystem and the post-processing
subsystem. The quantum subsystem is responsible of the preparation, transmission and measure-
ment of quantum states. The post-processing subsystem distills Alice and Bob’s fully uniform and
secure key from their partially uniform and secure strings through a public but authentic channel.
The post-processing subsystem mainly includes four parts: authentication [9], [10], sifting [11],
error reconciliation [12], [13], [14] and privacy amplification (PA). As one of the most important
modules of the post-processing subsystem, the task of PA is to shrink the possible exposed
information over the quantum channel and the classical channel to almost zero [15], [16].
PA is the last link of producing the unconditional security key in QKD, which has great influence
on the security of the final key. Bennet and Brassard proved that mapping a long corrected bit
string to a much shorter final key via universal2 hash function family can satisfy the security
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Fig. 1. A general structure of the DV-QKD system
requirement of privacy amplification based on the classical information theory [15], [16]. While
they only considered the situation that the adversary holds purely classical information about the
raw key. Then Renner et al. proved that the same operation can ensure the security based on
the quantum information theory, even if the eavesdropper can acquire and store the quantum
information about the raw key instead of the classical information [17]. Nevertheless, the security
proof above is accomplished in the condition of asymptotic optimality, which means the block size
of PA should be infinite. According to [18], the block size of PA should be at least 106, and the
security of the final key will be enhanced as the increase of block size. The universal2 hash function
with such large block size leads to huge computation burden and results in the low throughput of
PA. Therefore, PA has become the bottleneck of most high speed QKD systems.
Universal2 hash function is the kernel of PA, and the selection of universal2 hash function family
plays a decisive role in the computation burden [19], [20]. Toeplitz hash function family has become
the most popular choice in PA [21]. Many researchers focus on the optimization of Toeplitz-hash
PA. J. Constantin et al. and S. S. Yang et al. respectively presented block parallel algorithm to
accomplish Toeplitz-hash PA, and implemented it on field-programmable gate array (FPGA) [8],
[22]. Except block parallel algorithm, fast Fourier transform (FFT) is an efficient algorithm for
Toeplitz-hash PA due to the decrease of computational complexity, from O(n2) to O(n log n). B.
Liu et al. implemented Toeplitz hash PA using FFT algorithm on a Many Integrated Core(MIC)
platform [23]. Q. Li et al. implemented modified Toeplitz hash PA using FFT algorithm on a FPGA
platform, reaching the processing speed of 116 Mbps at the block size of 106 [24]. R. Takahashi
et al. utilized number theory transform (NTT) algorithm, a similar algorithm of FFT with the same
computation complexity O(n log n) to implement Toeplitz hash PA on a MIC platform. This scheme
achieved processing speed of 108 Mbps at the block size of 108 [7]. B. Y. Tang et al. implemented
a large block size PA scheme with Toeplitz hash and FFT [25], and this scheme can reach 70
Mbps throughput at 108 block size using two Intel E5-2640 CPU (high-power server processor
with stronger parallel performance than general-proposed CPU) and 128 GB memory. X. Y. Wang
et al. further improved the processing speed of Toeplitz hash PA to over 1 Gbps with FFT on
the graphics processing unit (GPU) for CV-QKD [26]. The schemes in [25] and [26] can realize
high throughput, but they both cost too much computing resources and their processing speed
is influenced by the maximum compression ratio (the compression ratio refers to the ratio of
the output and input key length of PA). Their maximum compression ratio will decrease as the
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processing speed increases, e.g., when the processing speed of the [25] scheme reaches 70
Mbps at 108, the compression ratio of this scheme can not be larger than 0.125.
Summing up above schemes, some conclusions can be drawn: 1) Toeplitz hash function is the
most popular method in PA and FFT/NTT algorithm can be used to speed up the Toeplitz-hash
PA; 2) a variety of computing platforms have been utilized to design an efficient Toeplitz-hash
PA scheme, and the platform with strong computing power can improve the throughput markedly.
However, as the high performance platforms improve the throughput of the Toeplitz-hash PA, they
also bring relatively large burden to the entire system and decrease the practicability of system.
Comparing the characteristics of representative platforms for PA (in section 3.1), we can find
that CPU is a general low cost platform considering development cost, integration and power
consumption. However, the conflict between the intrinsic serial characteristic of CPU and the
parallel requirement of high throughput Toeplitz-hash PA scheme leads to that the throughput of
CPU based PA scheme is unsatisfactory so far.
Since Toeplitz-hash PA methods maybe insatiable for the low-cost CPU platform, more universal2
hash families other than Toeplitz hash family should be studied and evaluated. Modular arithmetic
hash is another kind of universal2 hash family. It is baesd on modular arithmetic instead of matrix
multiplication like Toeplitz hash family. The main operation of modular arithmetic hash, integer
multiply operation, is the serial operation, so it is more suitable for the CPU platform. C. M. Zhang
et al. once proposed an optimal multiplication algorithm for modular arithmetic hash PA, while
the speed of this scheme is only 10.88 Mbps at 107, which is not good enough for most high
speed DV-QKD systems [27]. Therefore, our research focus on the speed optimization of modular
arithmetic hash function family, laying emphasis on the acceleration of large module multiplication
in this hash computation. GNU multiple precision arithmetic library (GMP) is an efficient arithmetic
library for general CPU architecture, which has effective combinatorial optimization on the speed
of large module multiplication [28]. The speed optimization of large integer multiply and modular
operation in our hash method using GMP is emphasisly studied. An efficient data pre-processing
and post-processing method for arithmetic with GMP is also studied for the whole PA process
acceleration. Then a modular arithmetic hash PA scheme is proposed using GMP in this paper.
This scheme is designed based on the CPU platform and tested respectively on Intel i9-9900k and
Intel i3-2120 platform. The experimental results on Intel i9-9900k reach the maximum throughput
in DV-QKD as we know. It indicates the potential of modular arithmetic hash PA method instead of
Toeplitz-hash PA method. More remarkably, our scheme on Intel i3-2120 improves the throughput
of PA scheme on the similar platform (Intel i3-3220 in [27]) by nearly an order of magnitude. With
these experiment results, we compare the characteristics of existing PA schemes and analyze
their applicable scope. Then, it can be seen that our scheme is the most practical PA scheme for
most DV-QKD system at present.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Some related works are described and the reason
of the huge computational cost of PA is explained in section 2 as the basis. In section 3, the
characteristics of representative platforms are compared and the presented modular arithmetic
hash PA scheme using GMP is described in details. In section 4, the experiment results and
analysis are given. In section 5, some conclusions are drawn.
2. Related Works
2.1. Universal Composable Security
The universal composable security is a mathematical tool to describe the security of a complex
system with multi cryptographic protocols. The final key generated by QKD is universal com-
posable secure in the sense that this final key is distinguished with the ideal secret key except
with a small probability. Thus, the QKD system with universal composable security can supply
its secure key for arbitrary cryptographic equipments where the ideal secret key is expected. In
this definition, the security of the final key generated by QKD is measured by the trace distance
between the classical-quantum state with the real key and the classical-quantum state with the
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ideal key[29].
Definition 1 (ε-secure key):
A secret key K is said to be ε-secure with respect to an eavesdropper holding a quantum system
E if
1
2
‖ρKE − ρUE‖1 ≤ ε, (1)
where ρKE represents the classical-quantum state with the final keyK, and ρUE =
∑
u∈U
1
|U | |u〉 〈u| ⊗ ρE
represents the classical-quantum state with the ideal key U .
2.2. Privacy Amplification
Privacy amplification in QKD aims to allow two parties, Alice and Bob, to distill a secure final key
from a partially secure bit string. Privacy amplification based on quantum leftover hashing lemma
can realize the universal composable security of the final key, and it is convenient for analyzing
the influence of finite resource and the quantum state hold by the eavesdropper, named Eve, on
the secure key in QKD. The inputs of two parties are identical random n-bit binary strings, X and
X′ generated by the error reconciliation module. Eve holds a quantum system E relative to X.
The definition of quantum leftover hashing lemma is given below.
Definition 2 (quantum leftover hashing lemma):
Let g be a compression function, which is randomly chosen from a universal2 hash function
family G : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}r, and Y = G(X), then the following in-equation is valid for ε ≥ 0:
1
2
‖ρY EG − ρUEG‖1 ≤
1
2
× 2− 12 (Hεmin(ρXE |E )−r) + ε = ε, (2)
where Hεmin(·) is the ε-smooth min-entropy, and Hεmin(ρXE |E ) means the bit number of uniform
distribution key relative to Eve (with ε failure probability) that can be extracted from the string X.
In PA based on quantum leftover hashing lemma, Alice and Bob wish to publicly choose a
random compression function g : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}r from a universal2 hash function family G, then
compress the string X and X′ to generate the final key Y and Y′ respectively, i.e., Y = g(X)
and Y′ = g(X′). If the length of final key Y satisfies the inequality relation in (3), the final key Y
is ε-secure. Such procedure is indicated as Fig. 2.
r ≤ Hε/2min(ρSE |E )− 2log2
1
ε
. (3)
In the asymptotic sense (n→∞), the lower bound of Hεmin(ρSE |E ) can be accurately estimated
according to the protocol and system parameter. However, the block size n is finite in the practical
system, and the value of Hεmin(ρSE |E ) can be only estimated at a worse lower bound. This leads
to the decrease of the extreme length of final key. According to the conclusion of relevant study[18],
the block size n should be at least 106 to reduce this influence. The length of final key can be
close to it in the asymptotic sense, when the block size n reaches 108.
The large block size leads to large computation requirement of universal2 hash function. There-
fore, the universal2 hash function requiring less computation is extremely essential to implement
high-speed PA.
2.3. Universal2 Hash Function
Universal2 hash function is the kernel of privacy amplification. The δ-function is defined to evaluate
universality of hash function.
Definition 3 (δ-function):
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Fig. 2. The procedure of privacy amplification in QKD
If g is a hash function from A to B and x, y ∈ A, then
δg(x, y) =
{
1 if x 6= y and g(x) = g(y)
0 otherwise
. (4)
If element x, y or g is replaced by a set, i.e., g is replaced by a collection of hash functions G
and x is replaced by the set A, then
δG(A, y) =
∑
g∈G
∑
x∈A
δg(x, y). (5)
On this basis, the definition of universal2 hash functions is given as follow.
Definition 4 (universal2 hash function):
Let G be a class of functions A from to B. |A|, |B| denotes the number of elements in A, B.
The hash function family G is universal2 if for any x, y ∈ A and x 6= y,
δG(x, y) ≤ |G|/|B|. (6)
Gc,d hash family defined as follows is an universal2 hash family based on modular arithmetic.
Definition 5 (Gc,d hash family):
If the input size of Gc,d is |A| = 2α , and the output size is |B| = 2β , then
Gc,d = {gc,d : c, d ∈ Z2α , gcd(c, 2) = 1}, (7)
gc,d(x) = b(c× x+ d mod 2α)c
/
2α−β . (8)
The multiplication of large numbers (over 106 bits) is the most complex part of Gc,d function
computation. Many optimization algorithms have been presented to accomplish the multiplication
of large numbers, e.g., Karatsuba, Toom-Cook, Scho¨nhage and Strassen algorithms. These algo-
rithms are suitable for different circumstances. GMP is an arithmetic library for multiple precision
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data, which can accomplish the multiplication of large numbers very fast via optimization of above
algorithms. Therefore, we present a Gc,d hash privacy amplification scheme using GMP.
3. Modular Arithmetic Hash PA Scheme Using GMP for CPU
We first compare four representative platforms of PA in DV-QKD. The comparison shows that
CPU is a comprehensively low cost platform for PA, while the performance of schemes on CPU
is still unsatisfying. Then, A Gc,d hash PA scheme using GMP is designed for CPU platform. The
principle and the advantage of this scheme for CPU are explained afterwards.
3.1. The Comparison of Representative Platforms for PA
The characteristics of representative platforms are summarized as development cost, integration
level, power consumption listed in Table I.
TABLE I
THE CHARACTERISTICS OF REPRESENTATIVE PLATFORMS OF PA
Platform CPU MIC GPU FPGA
Development Cost 1 Good Fair Fair Poor
Integration Level 2 Fair Poor Poor Good
Power Consumption Good Poor Poor Good
1 Development cost involves development difficulty, development cycle and device
cost in QKD system design.
2 Integration level means the number of control and calculation tasks in a QKD
system that the platform can complete.
Development cost: the development difficulty and development cycle of FPGA are highest and
longest, because the basic operation and instruction of FPGA is too simple and even common
algorithm implementations, e.g. FFT and large integer multiplication, on FPGA are always very
complex. CPU and MIC are both based on x86 architecture and fully supported by various
algorithm libraries, so the development cost is much lower. While the development of MIC needs
clever parallel design for satisfactory performance and the device cost of MIC is much higher. So
the development cost of MIC is higher than that of CPU. GPU also has its own special architecture.
It also needs specialized design to make the most advantage of GPU parallel performance.
Integration level: the tasks of electronic device in a QKD system are system control and
calculation. FPGA can complete both the system control and calculation tasks, so the integration
level of FPGA is the highest. Then, CPU can only complete the calculation task but the system
control. MIC and GPU are both designed for computing acceleration, so they always need a CPU
to complete the calculation task together. Therefore, the integration level of MIC and GPU is the
lowest.
Power consumption: compared with CPU and FPGA, MIC and GPU contains a lot of computing
cores and large amounts of memory to speed calculation. However, redundant structure and strong
performance of MIC and GPU also bring much higher power consumption than CPU and FPGA.
In summary, FPGA has the disadvantage of high development cost, and the block size of PA
on FPGA is limited by 106 is another important disadvantage. MIC and GPU both have disad-
vantages of poor integration level and high power consumption. Comparing to other platforms,
CPU is a general low-cost platform without regard to its poor performance on PA. While the poor
processing speed of PA scheme on CPU is due to that the common PA method (Toeplitz-hash
PA) always improve its processing speed by parallel speedup. So the parallel platform, FPGA
and MIC, performs better on these method. by contrast, our scheme is based on the large integer
multiplication, which is more fit for the serial computing structure of CPU. The following subsection
will introduce the principle of our scheme.
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3.2. Modular Arithmetic Hash PA Scheme Using GMP
GMP is an arithmetic library written in C for arbitrary precision arithmetic on integers, rational
numbers and floating points. In privacy amplification, the size of the operand is always over millions
of bits. The advantage of GMP is the automatic selection of the suitable algorithm according to
the operand size and the assembly code level optimization for the maximum operation speed.
Therefore, a modular arithmetic Gc,d hash privacy amplification scheme using GMP is presented
in this paper. The procedure of the scheme is indicated in Fig. 3.
             Data Import:
n-bit corrected key x
n-bit index c,d of hash 
function family Gc,d 
   Multiplication and Addtion using GMP:  
              Module by 2n using GMP:
           Data Exprort:
               r-bit Final Key Export:
r-bit final key y
y cx d 
( ), ( ), ( )c c d d x x    
= mod 2ny y
' ( )y y
' 2n ry y 
Fig. 3. The procedure of the modular arithmetic Gc,d hash PA scheme using GMP
3.2.1. Data Import
The input data of privacy amplification is usually a bit string, while the operand of GMP multi-
plication is a single datum, whose type is mpz instead of array or string. The format conversion
process may be time-consuming in an inappropriate method. An efficient method for the format
conversion is storing the bit string into an array of unsigned long integer data, and then importing
it to a mpz data using the function mpz import. The data import procedure is indicated as Fig. 4.
01100...0101 01100...0101 01100...0101 01100...0101…mpz a
A set 64bits in unsigned long integer
Most significant word Least significant wordOrder=1
Fig. 4. Data import procedure
The parameter order is 1 for most significant word first or -1 for least significant first.
3.2.2. Multiplication and addition using GMP
Multiplication is the most complex computation in Gc,d hash privacy amplification. The principles
and advantages of GMP multiplication of large numbers are selectively analyzed.
Seven multiplication algorithms can be selected by GMP based on the multiplication size N.
The relationship of the algorithm selection and the size N is indicated as Fig. 5.
As the multiplication size N in privacy amplification should be at least 106, the multiplication
algorithm for large size, i.e., Scho¨nhage and Strassen algorithm, is emphasisly analyzed.
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Fig. 5. the algorithm selection based on the size N
The main principle of Scho¨nhage and Strassen algorithm is using FFT to transform the polyno-
mial multiplication to the pointwise multiplication. NTT, FFT in number theory, is adopted in GMP
to eliminate the influence of truncation error. The procedure of the algorithm is indicated as follow,
which contains seven steps: fill zero, split, evaluate, pointwise multiply, interpolate, combine and
carry bit.
Algorithm 1 Scho¨nhage and Strassen algorithm
Input: a (N bits) and b (N bits).
Output: c = a× b.
1: a′ = φ (a) , b′ = φ (b).
2: a = ψ (a′) , b = ψ (b′).
3: â = NTT (a), b̂ = NTT (b).
4: ĉ = â · b̂.
5: c = INTT (ĉ).
6: c′ = ψ−1(c).
7: c = γ (c′).
This algorithm is explained progressively:1) fill zero: padding a and b with high zero to the
length 2N bits. 2) split: splitting a′ and b′ into 2k pieces of M = 2N
/
2k bits each. 3) evaluation:
calculating 2k points NTT of a and b. 4) point-wise multiply: multiplying â and b̂ point-wisely, the
length of each multiply should be N ′ = 2M + k + 3 at least. 5) interpolate: calculating 2k points
NTT of ĉ. 6) combine: combining the 2k pieces of c. 7) carry bits: carry operation according to the
size of the base. It is worth noting that, in step 4, the length N ′ of multiplication may be still very
large, so GMP multiplication will be used again. Then Scho¨nhage and Strassen, Toom-Cook or
other algorithms will be selected based on the length N ′.
In the design of implementation scheme, the above algorithm can be used by the function named
mpz mul. While the function mpz addmul is adopted in this scheme, because it can accomplish
one addition and one multiplication at one time. It is more efficient to implement y = cx+d in this
PA scheme.
3.2.3. Module by 2n
In this PA scheme, a modular arithmetic by 2n is necessary. Other than a normal modular arithmetic
needs division operation, a 2n modular arithmetic can be accomplished only by bitwise operation.
Therefore, a specialized function named mpz mod 2exp is adopted instead of mpz mod to
accelarate the whole process.
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3.2.4. Data Export
As similar with Data Import, data export is to transform the large integer result in type mpz to an
array of the type unsigned long using the function mpz export.
3.2.5. Export r bits final key
A transformation from the unsigned long integer array to a bit string is implemented in this step,
and only the most significant r bits of the bit string can be exported. The value of r is calculated
by the conclusion of the GLLP security theory presented by D. Gottesman et al. based on the
practical system parameter [30].
4. Results and Analysis
The Gc,d hash PA scheme above is implemented on two different CPU platforms. The throughput
results of our scheme on two platforms are given in TABLE II.
TABLE II
THE THROUGHPUT RESULT OF Gc,d HASH PA SCHEME
Blocksize(bits)
Scheme on Intel i9-9900k CPU Scheme on Intel i3-2120 CPU
Time(ms) Throughput(Mbps) Time(ms) Throughput(Mbps)
1M 3.81 262.13 7.38 135.56
2M 8.19 244.15 16.35 122.31
4M 18.23 219.39 37.35 107.09
8M 40.75 196.33 87.71 91.21
10M 53.23 187.86 112.66 88.76
16M 89.99 177.8 186.15 85.95
32M 202.61 157.94 435.02 73.56
64M 427.92 149.56 879.97 72.73
100M 709.42 140.96 1437.40 69.57
As we can see from the results:
1) Our scheme can cover the block size from 106 to 108. This is the first time that the PA scheme
on general-proposed CPU platform reaches the block size of 108 .
2) Our scheme on Intel i9-9900k CPU gets the best throughput result in DV-QKD, which can
be testified by the following comparison.
3) Our scheme on Intel i3-2120 CPU gets less but still sufficient throughput result.
Then, we will compare our schemes with the best scheme designed on representative plat-
forms. The advantages of our scheme in practical DV-QKD system can be illustrated by following
comparisons and analysis.
4.1. The comparison between our scheme and others
First, we will compare theGc,d hash PA scheme with other scheme on the similar platform. Though
the costs of our scheme on i3-2120 and the optimal multiplication scheme are similar as shown
in TABLE III. While The performance of our scheme is much better as indicated in Fig. 6. The
throughput of our scheme can reach ten times of the optimal multiplication scheme at the same
block size.
Then, we compare our scheme with the best PA scheme on MIC. Though the cost of the MIC
scheme is more as shown in TABLE III. The performance comparison with our scheme is indicated
as Fig. 7. The throughput of the NTT Toeplitz scheme improves as the block size increases, that
is benefit by the parallel advantage of MIC scheme. But this tendency can not continue because
of the limitation of read/write speed of memory. Considering the total range of common block size,
the performance of our scheme is better than the NTT Toeplitz scheme with much less cost.
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TABLE III
KEY PARAMETERS OF THE COMPARED SCHEMES
PA scheme Hash Based Method Platform
Number of
Cores
Basic
Frequency
Memory
Our scheme
on i9-9900
Gc,d GMP multiply Intel i9-9900k 8 3.60 GHz 16 GB
Our scheme
on i3-2120
Gc,d GMP multiply Intel i3-2120 2 3.30 GHz 8 GB
Toeplitz NTT
on MIC [7]
Toeplitz NTT
Intel Xeon E5-2620v2
+ Intel Xeon Phi 7120A
2
+ 61
2.10GHz
+ 1.24GHz
16GB
+ 128GB
Optimal multiplication
scheme [27]
Gc,d Optimal multiply Intel i3-3220 2 3.30 GHz 4GB
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Fig. 6. the throughput comparison between our scheme and the best PA scheme on the similar CPU platform
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Fig. 7. the throughput comparison between our scheme and the best PA scheme on MIC
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We last compare our scheme with the best PA scheme on FPGA. As mentioned earlier, the
scheme on FPGA is limited by the block size. The throughput comparison is indicated as Fig. 8.
1 1 0 1 0 00
2 04 0
6 08 0
1 0 01 2 0
1 4 01 6 0
1 8 02 0 0
2 2 02 4 0
2 6 02 8 0
Thr
oug
hpu
t (M
bps
)
B l o c k  S i z e  ( M b i t )
 O u r  s c h e m e  o n  i 3 - 2 1 2 0  C P U O u r  s c h e m e  o n  i 9 - 9 9 0 0 k  C P U T o e p l i t z  s c h e m e  o n  F P G A  [ 2 4 ]
Fig. 8. the throughput comparison between our scheme and the best PA scheme on FPGA
Beyond the scheme compared above, the schemes in [25] and [26] also have satisfactory
throughput and block size. While these schemes both sacrifice the compression ratio to improve
the performance. Their maximum compression ratio, which is usually lower than 20%, may not
satisfy the need of the evolving QKD system.
Through above comparison, these conclusion can be drawn: 1) Our scheme obviously improves
the block size of PA, and the throughput can be improved by nearly an order of magnitude on the
similar CPU platform. 2) The results on the Intel i9-9900k has reach the best throughput in the
DV-QKD.
5. Conclusions
The main issue of exciting PA schemes in QKD is analyzed in this paper. Targeting at the problem
that Toeplitz hash PA schemes are unable to satisfy the demand of the developing QKD system,
we focus on modular arithmetic hash function to design a PA scheme. Then the characteristics
of representative platform for PA are compared and CPU is selected to be a suitable platform for
practical QKD systems. Then a modular arithmetic based Gc,d hash privacy amplification scheme
using GMP is presented.
The major problem of PA in QKD is analyzed in this paper, that is too huge amount of PA
computation due to large block size. This makes the throughput of PA become a bottleneck of
QKD system. various computing platforms have been used to optimize the performance of PA.
This paper compares the characteristics of representative platforms for PA and points that some
platforms, e.g. GPU and MIC, add significantly to the cost and reduce the practicability of QKD
system. In contrast, CPU is a general low-cost platform for QKD system. However, the throughput
of CPU based PA scheme is not satisfactory so far, mainly due to the conflict between the intrinsic
serial characteristic of CPU and the parallel requirement of high throughput Toeplitz-hash PA
scheme.
Then a modular arithmetic based Gc,d hash privacy amplification scheme using GMP is pre-
sented for CPU platform. This scheme is implemented and tested on two different CPU platforms.
The results indicate that this scheme 1) improves the block size of PA and the throughput by nearly
an order of magnitude on the similar CPU platform; 2) reaches the best throughput result of existing
PA schemes in the DV-QKD systems; 3) verifies the high efficiency of modular arithmetic hash PA
method and using GMP in Gc,d modular arithmetic hash; 4) is the most practical PA scheme for
DV-QKD considering performance, development cost, integration level and power consumption.
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